Qatari History
We will be continuing our study of the important
role Qatar plays in the region along with the
chronology of events in Qatar’s history.

Topic Web
Year 4 Topic Web Spring 1
History
We will continue exploring a range of sources in
history. Learning about chronology of the Viking
era. We will also be comparing the lives of a
Viking family with modern day families

.

Geography
We will continue exploring Viking settlements,
invasions as well as learning about the physical
and geographical features of where these are in
the world.
Spanish
Children will be looking at the different objects they
can find in a pencil case and describe its gender,
singular, plural and to say and write sentences using
the verb TENER (to have). Numbers 1-700 and
question words.

Arabic
Prose poem treasure (Writing), Islamic art museum
(Reading), alnnida' (Grammar), Horses (Reading),
conjunctions (Grammar), Hamza on medium A. (Writing
Grammar)

Science
We will be continuing learning how sounds are
made through vibrations, as well as learning how
sound travels into our ears. We will be learning
to set up our own scientific experiments, learning
about the importance of keeping things fair.

Vikings!
Vikings are an important
aspect of our history who
achieved many great things.
We will be learning about how
they made an impact on the
world.
P.E.
We will be starting our tag rugby topic. We shall
aim for pupils to develop an accurate side pass,
importance of dodging and understand the rules
of the game.

Literacy
We will be learning about Greek Myths, studying
the features of these and writing our own Myth. We
will begin our Novel study, noting different
techniques and features used to write our own
chapter.
Maths
Continued practice of addition and subtraction of
4 digit numbers. We will move on to looking at
fractions, learning to add and subtract fractions
and recognise equivalent values of fractions. We
will also be working on counting on in
hundredths.
ART and DT
We will continue looking at the different styles of
Viking armour and weapons as well as making
their own longboat.

Music
Students will be learning how to read and write
music notation, how to perform ostinato, and
experience form through movement. Students will
also look at how a composer creates mood though
‘The Planets’ by Gustav Holst.

